Kerry Warns of Tragedy if Afghanistan is Forgotten About

NEW YORK - Addressing a sideline bilateral session between the US, Afghanistan and China at the UN's General Assembly in New York, US Secretary of State John Kerry warned the international community that it would be a tragedy if they forgot about Afghanistan.

"If you don't have the time to read, you don't have the time to turn to the tools to write."

Stephen King

Kerry said that the US and China should be "part of the solution" and not "part of the problem." He also said that the US and China should "work together" to help the Afghan people.

"We need to work together to help the Afghan people," he said.

Meanwhile, China's Foreign Minister Wang Yi said that the Taliban and Kabul should be "part of the solution," not the "problem." He also said that the US and China should "work together" to help the Afghan people.

"We need to work together to help the Afghan people," he said.

China Urges Int'l Support for Afghanistan's Reconstruction

NEW YORK - Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi, attending a high-level meeting on Afghanistan's reconstruction and regional cooperation on Saturday, urged the international community to "work together" to help the Afghan people.

"We need to work together to help the Afghan people," he said.

US Govt. Made Mistakes in Afghanistan's War: Jim

WASHINGTON - US President George W. Bush, in addressing a high-level meeting on Afghanistan's reconstruction and regional cooperation on Saturday, urged the international community to "work together" to help the Afghan people.

"We need to work together to help the Afghan people," he said.

Karak: Ready to facilitate Afghan peace talks if Karzai desires so. Pakistan's intelligence services are working to facilitate Afghan peace talks if Karzai desires so. Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif's advisor on foreign affairs and national security Sartaj Aziz said that Pakistan's efforts to persuade the Taliban to participate in peace talks should not be "boiled down to a single individual" but "must be done in a manner that is acceptable to all parties involved."
3 New Polio Cases Emerge in Nangarhar

JALALABAD - Three new polio cases have emerged in Achin district, Nangarhar province, the Health Department said on Sunday.

The statement further added that the eleven Talibans killed in an attack on police facilities in the Achin district of Nangarhar province on Saturday included three police officers and six civilians.

A police official said that the Taliban had been successful in attacking police facilities in the district since the beginning of the year.
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Daesch’s Growing Foothold in Afghanistan

By Dilawar Sharazi

As a socialized animal he can’t live his life alone; rather he lives in a society with the gathering of some other animals. As he looks for others to help him around him to give him love, affection, honor, value and support for everything he does. This is why he relies on others to fulfill his needs and, therefore, he is a society for living property. The formation of a society is the basic unit of human life. A person can become an individual is supposed to be dependent on one another and highly influenced by each single act of all others. People living in one society may differ in individual qualities but they are quite similar in social qualities since they belong to the same circumstances. Their personal problems may differ from others but their social problems are same to a certain extent. That is why an individual effort or struggle might be negligible in any society. No one should do such efforts and do in any way it is easier to pursue one’s thoughts and much to the desire of a society. This holds true for all. The entire society is one whole. Of the differences are the same, the whole society will serve this common goal. People in the same society may not be identical, but they can be perhaps halfway identical.

One of the groups’ deficiencies is the lack of spirit. It is the last and weakest of the political groups and the one that is not yet able to take a piece of land in the hand of Islam. The United Arab Emirates (UN) recently published report showed the self-styled Islamic State (ISIS) is a threat to the region and recruiting followers in 23 of the 30 countries in the Middle East. The report said the number of groups and individuals who are openly declaring either loyalty or sympathy with the group to continue to grow as a member of the threat in Afghanistan. The source has stated that ISIS has been attack Afghanistan National Security Forces (ANSF) and the Taliban in different areas of Afghanistan. It is believed it would be at the Taliban fighters had sympathized with the ISIS fighters, adding that “ISIS is becoming more and more influential in Afghanistan. The reports have indicated that the relations between ISIS and the Afghan government have been better in recent years.”

A well-known Afghan politician and local government officials, he said the number of groups and individuals who are sympathetic to the group and those who are not yet able to take a piece of land in the hand of Islam. It is the last and weakest of the political groups and the one that is not yet able to take a piece of land in the hand of Islam. It is the last and weakest of the political groups and the one that is not yet able to take a piece of land in the hand of Islam. It is the last and weakest of the political groups and the one that is not yet able to take a piece of land in the hand of Islam.

The tall of childhood chores required them to prominence not only in Iraq and Syria but also in Afghanistan and Nigeria and Egypt. It is wel- lcomed, the ongoing tale of mass flight, for thousands of people of the risk to their families. It is welcomed, the ongoing tale of mass flight, for thousands of people of the risk to their families. It is welcomed, the ongoing tale of mass flight, for thousands of people of the risk to their families.
Residents Protest Against Setup of Refugee Center in Finland's Turku

Over two dozen people of Pakistani origin blocked the construction of a refugee center in Turku, a city in southwestern Finland, demonstrating against the setup of a refugee center for Pakistani migrants in the city.

The demonstration, which lasted several hours, attracted many people, who were protesting against the construction of the refugee center.

"We do not want any refugees," one of the protesters shouted. "We want to live in peace and harmony with our neighbors." Another protester said, "The government is ignoring our concerns."

The demonstrators demanded the government to stop the construction of the refugee center and asked for the protective measures to be taken against the refugee center.

"The government should take steps to ensure the safety of our community," said a local resident, speaking on the behalf of the protesters.

"We are afraid of the refugees," another resident said. "We don't want them here."

The government has announced plans to construct several refugee centers across Finland in the coming months, in an effort to manage the influx of refugees.

"We will not let the refugees come to our city," said a local Muslim leader. "We will continue our protest until the government changes its decision."
United States authorizes military support for Syria

The United States has authorized military support for Syria, according to sources familiar with the matter. The move comes amid heightened tensions between the US and Russia in the Middle East. The authorization allows for the delivery of military aid to the Syrian government, which is facing increasing pressure from rebel groups. The US decision follows a series of meetings between US and Russian officials, aimed at de-escalating the situation in Syria. The move is expected to be announced shortly.

Sources close to the US government said that the decision was made in response to the growing threat posed by the Islamic State (IS) in Syria and Iraq. The US military will provide hostages with medical and other assistance, but will not engage in combat operations. The authorization is limited to non-combat support and does not include deployment of US troops on the ground. The US has been increasing its support for the Syrian government in recent weeks, as it seeks to counter the growing influence of Iran and Russia in the region. The move is likely to be met with resistance from other US allies in the region, who are concerned about the potential for a widening of the conflict.
Mol Rejects UN Report on Daesh Presence in Afghanistan

KARUL - The Ministry of Interior (MoI) on Sunday rejected the presence of Islamic State (IS) in 20 provinces of the country and said that the National Security Council (NSC) had already approved a strategy to fight the extremist group.

Speaking to reporters the MoI Spokesman Sajjadul said that the activities of IS had been thwarted by the intelligence agencies in Hoffmond and Nangarhar provinces.

Earlier, a report published by the United Nation (UN) showed the softline of Islamic State (IS) group in making inroads in Afghanistan and recruiting followers in 25 of the country’s 34 provinces.

"The number of groups and individuals who are openly declaring their loyalty to their sympathizers has continued to grow in a number of provinces in Afghanistan. We have rejected the report," the spokesman said.

"The results have shown that IS fighters had been fighting Afghan security forces and the Taliban in different areas of Afghanistan. It said 10 percent of the Taliban fighters had sympathies with the Daesh fighters, adding that 90 percent of the group’s fighters came from Syria and Iraq to Afghanistan. Afghan security officials did not comment on it."

Dand-I-Chori Pact Seems to be Effective: Locals

PUL-I-KORMI - A number of residents of Dand-I-Chori locality, located in northern Baghlan province said that the agreement between local elders and the government was effective, while some local people complained about some complaints of the pact yet to be implemented.

A former police officer from the presidential palace led by the beakers and tribal affairs minister Mohammed Najib Mangal trekked in to Baghlan province to assess the security situation on September 3. After spending 15 days to evaluate the situation there, the delegates signed an agreement with local elders of Dand-I-Chori locality on the outskirts of Pul-Khornan, the provincial capital.

In line with the pact, no attacks would be carried out in the area and if someone did so, local militias would stand by security forces.

Religious Leaders Announce Jihad against Daesh Militants

KARUL - A large number of religious leaders have announced jihad against the brutality of Daesh militants in Nangarhar province, saying the activities of Daesh is out of some religion.

First deputy of the lower house of the parliament Ziauddin Qura said: "Some Islamic leaders are being forced to implement the Daesh project. If the government does not do its responsibility, then the people of Afghanistan will support Daesh,

Meanwhile officials in Ministry of Interior Affairs said: "Those who exaggrate for Daesh will be eutectic during the fighting. Afghan border police forces were killed 15 times around and 60 Daesh militants lost their lives.

Daesh is the most spread group spreading from among Afghans and have prepared their presence in 15 out of the 34 parts of the country. Nangarhar province has worstly they have been killing people. Taliban and even all kinds of people. Religious leaders have mixed their voices against the Daesh project."

Bill Gates

Afghan Govt. Must Work Hard for Polio Eradication

KARUL - Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Abdullah Abdullah hailed the activities of the Gates Foundation in regards to the eradication of polio and other deadly diseases in Afghanistan.

Addressing a meeting with Bill Gates, head of the Gates Foundation and Microsoft Company, the CEO said that Afghan government was committed to eliminate Polio virus and other disease from Afghanistan.

Speaking at a meeting from the CEO offices said on Sunday.

Gates also appreciated the Afghan government efforts against Polio eradication and hoped that only government would take more efforts to eradicate deadly diseases.

The CEO asked Gates foundation to expand its activist across the country and help the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) in the eradication of deadly diseases.
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